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Auction

Auction Location: McGoldrick Estate Agents OfficeA rare 2.43-hectare (approximately 6 acres) block of vacant land,

offering a unique opportunity to create your dream home in one of Berry's most sought-after locations. This exclusive

parcel stands out with its enchanting feature - the tranquil Bundewallah Creek gracefully flowing through the northern

edge, presenting a peaceful sanctuary and a connection to the natural world that is genuinely unmatched.Imagine the

possibilities of waking up to the soothing sounds of flowing water, hosting gatherings in lush garden settings by the creek,

or simply enjoying the privacy and tranquility that comes with your slice of paradise. This land provides a perfect canvas

for those who dream of designing a home that blends seamlessly with its natural surroundings, offering a lifestyle that

balances rustic charm with modern luxury and sustainability.With Bundewallah Creek enhancing the appeal, this

property invites you to envision creating a landscape where nature and architecture coexist in harmony. The creek's

presence opens up opportunities for unique water features, enhanced biodiversity, and a personal haven where moments

of serenity can be enjoyed daily.Located on the prestigious Bundewallah Rd, this property does not just offer land; it

offers a lifestyle. A few minutes' drive brings you to the heart of Berry, where the conveniences of village life - from quaint

cafes to boutique shops - are readily accessible. Yet, the tranquility of rural living is ever-present, with the added luxury of

coastal beaches within a short drive, allowing for the perfect blend of country and coastal living.This exceptional block of

land presents a rare chance to build a home in a location celebrated for its beauty, exclusivity, and the added charm of

creek-side living. It's an invitation to establish a lifestyle where family, nature, and dreams flourish against the backdrop

of Berry's most desirable address.Seize this unique opportunity to own a piece of Berry's prestigious Bundewallah Rd,

where the dream of a bespoke sanctuary by the creek awaits to become your reality.


